TAMA Executive Committee, Telemeeting, 3/8/2017
9:00 pm to 10:00 pm

Attendees:
Venky Gadde, Murali Boddu, Hemanth Penmetsa, Bharath Maddineni, Aditya Gali, Harsha Yerneni, Manoj Tatikonda, Rajesh Tadikamalla

Non-Attendees with-out Notification:
Ram Bandreddi, Innaiah Yenumala, Priya Balusu

Agenda:
• APNRT - MOU
• Chess event – Logistics.
• Ugadi event planning.
• News letter, website updates.

Meeting Minutes Summary:
• Everyone asked their questions, and finally okayed APNRT MOU to be signed by Harsha.
• Discussed chess event logistics like sponsor banner, trophies, food, chess boards etc.
• Hemanth explained Amrutha Varshini’s logistics related to Sahiti Sadassu like flyer, registration link on website, timing etc.
• Discussed Ugadi logistics like food, stage decoration, priest for panchanga sravanam, shawls, audio/video, artists, cultural programs, immigration seminar, sahiti sadassu etc.
• Need to update website and news letter with new sponsors.
• Facebook updates with recent TAMA events write-ups and photos.
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